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At some stage during her childhood in the south of England, Leila Trapmann
(1871–1957) bought a guitar for just five shillings in an old clothes shop.1 Despite this
rather unpromising beginning, she treasured the instrument throughout her life and
assembled a large repertoire of songs. They included numbers from favorite comic
operas of the London stage, such as The Mikado and The Gondoliers by Gilbert and
Sullivan, together with “plantation” songs of the American south, from which her
parents had fled on the verge of the Civil War. In the autobiography she compiled
for her grandchildren, which was abridged and published soon after her death, she
explains how she took care to develop her “drawing-room talent” as a self-accompanying singer:
My guitar has been a wonderful interest to me all through my life. . . . There is
something informal both in the instrument itself, and in the type of music that
lies within its scope, which makes a guitar recital particularly suited for intimate
gatherings in drawing rooms. I have taken great pains to collect an attractive and
varied repertoire, for with the guitar the danger of becoming monotonous is very
great. . . . I can truthfully say that I have gone through thousands of songs to acquire
the hundreds that compose my repertoire.2

With her five-shilling instrument and repertoire of songs, Leila Trapmann — or
Leila von Meister, to use her married name — would eventually sing for the head of
the German State, Kaiser Wilhelm II, on many occasions during the First World War
of 1914–18. Nonetheless, she is not the kind of player whom historians of the guitar
1 The principal source for Leila Trapmann’s life is her autobiography, Gathered Yesterdays
(London: Geoffrey Bles, 1963). The 1911 census gives her birth date as 1872 and her birthplace as Sunbury-on-Thames. For her guitar playing and accompanied singing, see Gathered
Yesterdays, 23, 48, 50, et passim.
2 Trapmann, 23.
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Figure 1 Leila Trapmann
before her marriage in
1900. The photograph
forms the frontispiece
to her account of her
life, abridged and
published posthumously
as Gathered Yesterdays
(London: Geoffrey Bles,
1963). Author’s collection.

usually pause to consider, despite the vast extent of her repertoire and the exalted
circumstances in which she was asked to sing and play. The guitar has always had
strident opponents, ready to denounce its failings, and the case for the defense gains
little from the example of those who played only to accompany. What is more, the
guitar culture of late-Victorian Britain, where Trapmann developed her talent, has a
poor reputation. The compositions of the dominant figure there, Catharina Pratten
née Pelzer (1824–95), are slowly gaining popularity, but they are often regarded (when
they are considered at all) as merely pleasant. Some commentators, indeed, are not
ready to concede even that. The most that Grove Music Online, for example, will say
of Pratten’s music is that it shows how British interest in the guitar “waned in the
second half of the [nineteenth] century.”3 Stanley Yates’s handsome new edition of
music by Ernest Shand (1868–1924) will surely rekindle interest in the guitar music
of the late-Victorian period.4
The fortunes of the guitar in England after about 1860, however, look rather different when we adjust our interests to match those of the contemporary players who
learned the instrument mainly (or even only) to accompany their own singing. The
3 Harvey Turnbull and Paul Sparks, “The Early Six-String Guitar,” §5 in “Guitar,” Grove Music
Online, https://doi.org /10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.43006. For an encouraging
sign that this situation may gradually be remedied in the future, see now Sarah Clarke, “An
Instrument in Comparative Oblivion?: Women and the Guitar in Victorian London” (PhD
diss., Open University, 2021), https://doi.org/10.21954/ou.ro.00012a3b.
4 Stanley Yates, ed., Ernest Shand: Guitar Music from Late-Victorian England (Tennessee:
Classical Guitar Study Editions, 2022).
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purpose of this article is to make that adjustment and pursue a late-Victorian revival
of the guitar that comes to light as a result. Since this development especially concerned the use of a guitar to accompany the voice, it would not have been of moment
to Harvey Turnbull and Paul Sparks, compilers of the entry in Grove Music Online.
They are not to be blamed for the omission, since the belief that accompaniment
is a “lesser art” than solo playing upon the guitar was well established during the
period to which they refer, at least among those who were not necessarily guitarists
themselves.5 Yet in this respect Grove Music Online conveys a particular sense of
what is most worth studying in the history of the guitar — namely, the art of playing
purely instrumental compositions deemed to be significant contributions to the
instrument’s repertoire. By exploring the guitar’s place in the lives of the majority,
an alternative approach emerges.
The late-Victorian revival proposed here is especially visible today in terms of
its effects upon the programs of amateur concerts. These events are extensively
documented in the newspaper record, and since many of the songs performed are
mentioned by title, a large repertoire can be recovered. The newspaper accounts also
shed light on the social context of the performances, by revealing where they were
given, naming the players involved, and often commenting upon their effect. By
collating these results with census records, and with trade directories when pertinent
editions are available, it is often possible to identify the social position and family
circumstances of particular players. This is rather like drawing back the curtain on a
waxworks display, as Mrs. Jarley does in The Old Curiosity Shop, Charles Dickens’s
novel of 1840–1; the characters do not come to life, and yet the illusion of a human
presence can be curiously strong, if only for a moment.
The enthusiasm these characters showed for the guitar might be viewed as one
manifestation of the well-documented craze for the mandolin and banjo. During the
last twenty years of the nineteenth century, newspapers from manufacturing centers
such as Birmingham, Manchester, and Newcastle or major provincial cities like Oxford,
Norwich, and York reveal a massive hike in the number of references to the banjo.6
After 1890, allusions to the mandolin also multiply at an astonishing rate, many of
them in relation to the activities of the ladies’ guitar and mandolin bands.7 There is
much to suggest that the revival of the guitar proposed and explored in this article
5 See, for example, Morning Post, June 18, 1875, on a concert given by Pratten: “Madame Pratten’s
own share in the program … afforded all present the opportunity of hearing how admirably
the guitar may be made available for the purposes of solo playing as well as for the lesser art of
accompanying.”
6 For the banjo vogue in other kinds of source, see Alison Adburgham, A Punch History of
Manners and Modes (London: Hutchinson, 1961), 129, which notes that the satirical magazine Punch noticed the banjo boom in 1883. In Jerome K. Jerome’s celebrated comic novel of
1889, Three Men in a Boat, banjos are described as “all the rage this season; everybody has got
them up the river.” Compare Morning Post, November 28, 1888 (banjos “rapidly becoming
fashionable”).
7 Paul Sparks, “A Considerable Attraction for Both Eyes and Ears: Ladies’ Guitar and Mandolin
Bands in Victorian London,” Soundboard 38, no. 4 (2012): 36–44; Paul Sparks, “Clara Ross,
Mabel Downing and Ladies’ Guitar and Mandolin Bands in Late Victorian Britain,” Early
Music 41, no. 4 (November 2013): 621–32, https://doi.org/10.1093/em/cat095.
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should be considered in the light of these crazes for two other fretted instruments.
Yet although the banjo and mandolin have histories in England that reach back into
the eighteenth century, the boom they experienced was not a revival — or not if we
take that word to imply something remembered and at least partly remade in the
light of precedent. The banjo, for example, was as brashly modern in 1880–1900 as
safety bicycles or the game of lawn tennis; it was also exuberantly transatlantic and
deeply rooted in Anglo-American popular culture. The guitar, in contrast, had been
cultivated in England during the first four decades of the nineteenth century with
such an intensity, and with such a degree of involvement in the lives of the social
elite, that a “Great Vogue” for the guitar took place, one that has recently been named
using capitals for which no apology seems to be required, though some explanation
has been given.8 The memory of this earlier craze for the guitar lingered through the
generations, and some later-Victorian players were well aware of it.

The Guitar in Britain, 1800–40
The fashion for guitar playing that flourished throughout Western Europe after 1800,
and which had vanished well before the middle of the nineteenth century, occurred
in countries where the instrument had been out of fashion for several generations,
such as Britain, but also in those where it had a rich and continuous history, notably Spain. Fed by a profusion of instruction books or “methods,” it was promoted
and exploited by virtuosi such as Ferdinando Carulli (1770–1841), Mauro Giuliani
(1781–1829), Fernando Sor (1778–1839), and Matteo Carcassi (1796–1853). Indeed, the
period 1800–40 in the history of the guitar is now principally remembered as the time
when those musicians, all of whom were composers as well as players, produced their
works. Yet that is to entertain a rather selective memory of what actually took place.
At the time, devotees of the guitar also experienced the fashion for their instrument as
an innovation in the drawing room and parlor, where simple solos and accompanied
songs were standard fare for all amateurs save the most diligent and able.9 For many
aficionados in England, therefore, the most prominent advocates of the guitar were
not necessarily virtuosi like Fernando Sor, Ferdinando Carulli, or Mauro Giuliani,
all of whom are still remembered today, but rather prolific composers of easy solo
pieces and arrangers of parlor songs, like Charles Sola, George Derwort, and Carl

8 See the essays in Christopher Page, Paul Sparks, and James Westbrook, eds., The Great Vogue
for the Guitar in Western Europe: 1800–40 (London: Boydell Press, 2022).
9 See for example, Jelma van Amersfoort, “‘The Notes Were Not Sweet Till You Sung Them’:
French Vocal Music with Guitar Accompaniment, c.1800–1840.” Early Music 41, no. 4
(November 2013): 605–19, https://doi.org/10.1093/em/cat094; Jelma van Amersfoort,
“Accompanied song,” in Page, Sparks, and Westbrook, eds., The Great Vogue for the Guitar.
Catalogues of guitar-accompanied songs from this period include John McCormick, “Songs
with Guitar from the Age of Napoleon,” The Guitar and Plucked-String Instruments (blog), July
27, 2012, http://theguitar-blog.com/?p=1257; and Ian Gammie, 19th Century Guitar Songs: An
Idiosyncratic Survey (St Albans: Corda Music, 2017).
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Eulenstein, now mostly forgotten.10 It is the material such men as these produced
that tends to predominate in contemporary references to the guitar fashion in full
swing, as in this example from a private letter of 1827:
Since I wrote last the guitar is come and [Lady Frances Sturges] sings to us every
evening, the prettiest collection of things, Italian, German, Spanish, light and grave,
and the voice is so sweet and so flexible, and the words so clear and the face so
smiling, and the figure so binding, and the whole thing so perfectly lovely that in
short there is no going to bed.11

Like all vogues that deserve the name, the one for the guitar that had begun around
1800 proved as evanescent in England as everywhere else. In Vienna, where the playing of Mauro Giuliani had caused such a stir, the guitar had one foot in the grave by
1820, and by the late 1830s the quantity of music for the instrument published there
in a first edition, rather than merely a reprint, had sunk very low.12 Paris had once
been the center of intense activity among players and teachers, but in 1843 Hector
Berlioz, perhaps slightly overstating his case, recorded that the guitar was now rarely
to be heard.13 The situation in London does not appear to have been so grievous,
but no advertisement headed “New Guitar Music” has been found in the capital’s
press after 1837.14 This is about the time when one of the most prolific arrangers of
material for the guitar in London, George Derwort, emigrated to America, where
the guitar scene was younger and more vigorous. Charles Sola, for his part, was so
swiftly forgotten that one journalist in 1842 had only a vague memory that someone
of that name had once been “an arranger of airs for the guitar.”15 Carl Eulenstein,
whose arrangement of John Barnett’s ballad A Harper Sat by a Tranquil Stream is a
representative example of London ballad style for voice and guitar in the later 1820s
(figure 2), was remembered after his death as much for his expertise on the jew’s
harp as the guitar.
As always, the guitar proved itself to be resilient, despite the vagaries of fashion,
and various professors of the guitar were still at work in Britain during the 1840s and
1850s.16 All are now forgotten, save two who had arrived in Britain as child prodigies
10 There is no comprehensive listing of the arrangements for voice and guitar by these musicians.
Gammie, 19th Century Guitar Songs, has made a good beginning in his entries for each one.
Lists of copies kept in libraries of Great Britain, with links to online images where available,
can be found by searching Library Hub Discover, https://discover.libraryhub.jisc.ac.uk, from
which a quite comprehensive sense of the material can be gained.
11 Hampshire Record Office, 9M55/F5/13.
12 Gerhard Penn, “Mauro Giuliani a Vienna: Nuovi documenti,” part 1, Il Fronimo 169 (2005): 32.
13 Hector Berlioz, Grand traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration modernes, op. 10 (Paris:
Schonenberger, 1843), 86.
14 Morning Herald, November 28, 1837.
15 Christopher Page, The Guitar in Georgian England: A Social and Musical History (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 2020), 166.
16 They included J. M. Ciebra, Mr. Levien, M. B. Cox, and Mr. Rosenberg. It is noteworthy that
these teachers were mobile, seeking work where it could be found and often in the provinces,
where the tide of the guitar fashion receded last.
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Figure 2 The ballad A
Harper Sat by a Tranquil
Stream, by John Barnett,
originally published for
voice and pianoforte in
his collection Songs of the
Minstrels (1828). It is here
arranged for voice and
guitar by Carl Eulenstein,
who made versions of all
Barnett’s songs from that
collection and published
them in four books, also
in 1828. This is the “Song
of the Welsh Minstrel,”
from book 3, 18–19.
Private collection.

Figure 3 Frede[ric]k [Augustus] Beverley, “The British Minstrel,” in the 1841 census. His
entry appears five lines down. He was then living in Back Lane, Chippenham (Wiltshire).

during a late stage of the early nineteenth-century vogue for the guitar. They were
Giulio Regondi (1822/23–1872) and the aforementioned Catharina Pratten née Pelzer.
Regondi’s concert career as a guitarist and concertina player extended into the late
1860s; when he died in 1872, the art of solo guitar playing was increasingly associated
in Britain with those who were taught or otherwise influenced by Pratten, including
her devoted biographer, Frank Mott Harrison.17 Surprising as it may seem—since
Pratten and Regondi figure so prominently in our view of the period—they were
not the most conspicuous public performers upon the guitar in England once the
fashion for it declined in the 1840s. Considerably more prominent were the various
professional entertainers who rarely (or never) played a solo but who often sang to
their guitar.
Let us briefly consider four of these figures for whom the guitar, as an eminently
portable and inexhaustible box of chords, was the perfect companion on the road.
Frederick Augustus Beverley, alias “The British Minstrel,” made a living as a self-accompanying singer with a guitar, “over which instrument he seems a perfect master,”
according to one who heard him.18 One among a number of such performers, Beverley
sang ballads in assembly rooms and coaching inns throughout Britain until at least
the mid 1840s. (The songs he is known to have sung are recorded on the full-data
list that accompanies this article.) He was a professional musician, as his return for
the 1841 Census shows (figure 3), but some later guitar players had skills of a very
different order. Frederick Maccabe (1831–1904), whose career peaked in the 1860s
and 1870s, was a highly successful mimic and ventriloquist who regularly sang to
the guitar in his one-man show Begone Dull Care. There was also the comedy duo of
two sisters, Sophia and Annie, in which Annie (c. 1832–1912) was the guitarist; she
sang arrangements of arias by Verdi to her own accompaniment. From time to time
she also played a solo “in such a manner that even Regondi would have applauded,”

17 Frank Mott Harrison, Reminiscences of Madame Sidney Pratten: Guitariste and Composer
(Bournemouth: Barnes and Mullins, 1899).
18 Albion and the Star, October 22, 1835.
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according to a Brighton reviewer in 1865.19 Finally (though this list could be extended)
there was the singer and comedienne Emma Stanley (1822–81); in her one-woman
show, she played a character of her own creation, Miss Flyrtilla, and sang to the
guitar in Spanish when she did so.20 That satirical portrayal could only be ventured
because audiences the length and breadth of Britain, during more than twenty years,
recognized the caricature of a young woman eager to make an impression in the
drawing room with the aid of guitar-accompanied songs that had an exotic air but
were also genteel, because they suggested long hours with a governess or some visiting
language master. Given the success these various entertainers achieved in touring
careers, with packed schedules that took them throughout the country for twenty
years or more, the majority of people who encountered a guitar played professionally
in mid-Victorian England must principally have heard these entertainers, or one of
their many imitators, singing to their own accompaniment.

A Revival Begins
Around 1860, amateurs in Britain were offered the first guitar manual explicitly addressed to those employed in the ordinary, humdrum occupations of life, or what
the author, whose name is given only as “Ciebra” without an initial, calls “this work
a-day world.”21 Although such occupations were decidedly prosaic, Ciebra expected
such people to be enticed by the guitar’s longstanding association in novels, verse,
and cheap prints with medieval knights, Venetian gondoliers, and the aristocratic
boudoir.22 He appeals to the more sober part of his readers’ character, however, when
he assures them that a “most respectable guitar” may be purchased for less than a
guinea (emphasis added).23 Although these readers must work for a living, Ciebra
expects them to retain enough class consciousness to want questions of expense,
tainted with the squalid concerns of the shopkeeper, to be mentioned with tact.24
In the body of the work, sold for a shilling, he follows in the footsteps of earlier
teachers by explaining how players may devise their own accompaniments, using a
19 Brighton Gazette, April 27, 1865. This review provides a very full account of the entertainment
Sophia and Annie offered at this date.
20 Her songs, the titles mangled in the newspaper reviews of her shows, included Todas las Viégas
(sic) and La limena la flor del veru (sic for Peru).
21 Ciebra’s Hand-Book for the Guitar (London, Charles Sheard, [1860?]). For the expression
“work a-day world,” see Oxford English Dictionary, “workaday,” n. and adj. The earliest-known
advertisement for this book appears in the Kentish Chronicle for February 25, 1860. There is
some doubt about the identity of the author, though he is presumably to be identified with
one of the two Ciebra brothers, J. M. and E. de Ciebra, who were active as guitarists a decade
or so before, although their presence in London is not noted in records later than 1852 (Clarke,
An Instrument in Comparative Oblivion, 47).
22 For these associations, see Page, The Guitar in Georgian England, 202–7, figs. 16, 43, and 45.
23 Ciebra’s Hand-Book for the Guitar, 1. Compare F. M. L. Thompson, The Rise of Respectable
Society: A Social History of Victorian Britain, 1830–1900 (London: Fontana, 1988).
24 Hence his comment, which initially seems somewhat opaque, that questions of cost “savor of
the Counter.”
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Figure 4 The first part of Ciebra’s explanation of how to create impromptu
accompaniments to “many Operatic, and to nearly all popular Airs” using the chords of
I (in two inversions), IV, and V7. The second part, on the next page, gives the chords for
the keys of A, E, F, B ♭, E ♭, A minor, and D minor. There are errors in some of the fingerings.
Ciebra’s Hand-book for the guitar (London, c. 1860), 9. Private collection.

small vocabulary of chords in ten different keys to suit different voices (figure 4).25
His book is therefore primarily a manual for players who wish to accompany, which
he describes as the primary reason for learning to play the guitar.26 The explanatory
part is followed by thirty simple melodies to exercise the fingers; all are presented
without text, but the majority are well-known songs of the day such as Gentle Zitella,
The Last Rose of Summer, and Fair Shines the Moon Tonight (to the melody of Verdi’s
La donna è mobile), whose words were easy to find in cheaply printed word books
or “songsters.”27
Ciebra calls the guitar a “popular” instrument, and while he obviously had a vested
interest in calling it so, the 1860s bring other signs that the guitar’s stock was rising.
Potential pupils can now be found advertising in the newspapers for teachers, beside
teachers advertising for pupils in the traditional manner. In 1861, a gentleman in the
Liverpool area, presumably visiting that port city regularly on business, wanted a
room where he might take guitar or piano lessons,28 while in 1864 various hopefuls
were seeking instruction in Sheffield and Birmingham.29 During the same decade
provincial newspapers published throughout Britain began to print regular reports
of amateur concerts, often given in villages of modest size as well as towns, where
songs were performed to a guitar. We shall look more closely at these concerts in a
moment; for the present it is enough to note that these reports often printed the full
25 For earlier examples of such teaching, see Page, The Guitar in Georgian England, 168.
26 Ciebra’s Hand-Book for the Guitar, 4.
27 For these books, see Paul Watt, Derek B. Scott, and Patrick Spedding, eds., Cheap Print
and Popular Song in the Nineteenth Century: A Cultural History of the Songster (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2017).
28 Liverpool Daily Post, March 19, 1861.
29 Sheffield Daily Telegraph, October 24, 1864; Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, December 3, 1864.
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program of such entertainment as the provincial papers became less dependent on
material culled from the London nationals, and the notion of local news arose. To
distinguish the performances that departed from the default ensemble of voice and
pianoforte, the words with guitar accompaniment or guitar song were often used and
became the standard practice in such reports.
A particular advantage this material offers is that the information given in the
programs may be presumed to derive, in many cases and perhaps most, from the
players themselves, with the instrument and the songs correctly identified.30 When a
plan for a concert was announced, amateur performers would inform the organizers
of what they could offer, often in response to a direct invitation. A printed program
might then be produced, or at least a manuscript list which the chairman, seated
on the platform and acting as a compere, would use to announce the various acts
in turn. Thus, although any particular newspaper report can always be called into
question, there are grounds for supposing that its ultimate source was an undertaking
by the player.
A search of programs in newspapers digitized for the British Newspaper Archive,
using a date filter of 1840–1900, yields 784 specified songs sung by 670 named individuals in 1,405 performances.31 The titles of the songs, arranged by first appearance
decade by decade, form the appendix to this study and are expanded in the full-data
list, presented separately.32 To be sure, very little of this material was exclusive to guitar
players; a systematic exploration of the newspapers would almost certainly uncover
examples of all the songs listed being sung to the pianoforte, and any exceptions
could safely be attributed to chance. What the appendix does reveal is that the guitar,
though a much less capacious instrument than the pianoforte, was as omnivorous
as its larger companion and accompanied a very extensive repertoire of songs from
the most serious (Not a Drum Was Heard, Not a Funeral Note) to the most openly
comic (Rhoda and Her Pagoda).

30 Names of musical instruments are terms of art, and like all such terms they are easily confused
by those to whom they are of no direct consequence. Leila Trapmann certainly played a guitar,
as figure 1 reveals, but a friend who admired her accompanied singing records in her memoirs
that she played the banjo. Gertrude Atherton, Adventures of a Novelist (London: Jonathan
Cape, 1932), 414–5. Such cases of misidentification abound in newspaper reviews of art exhibitions from this period, as one may easily discover by hunting down the pictures described
there as showing a “guitar,” but which prove instead to depict banjos, mandolins, renaissance
lutes, and even Ancient-Egyptian harps.
31 The coverage achieved by the BNA for the nineteenth century encompasses major manufacturing centers such as Manchester, Liverpool, and Sheffield, together with all the major resorts
and spas with a rich leisure culture, like Brighton and Tunbridge Wells. Regional papers such
as Suffolk and Essex Free Press, the East Anglian Daily Times, and the Western Times cast a net
well beyond the county towns where they were produced. The digitized coverage extends to
small townships such as Ilminster, Hexham, and Bury St. Edmunds, emerging into a fuller
consciousness of themselves with the aid of a local newspaper, political meetings, and a reading room or library supplied with some of the metropolitan dailies and weeklies.
32 See Christopher Page, “‘An Attractive and Varied Repertoire’: Full-Data List,” Soundboard
Scholar, no. 8 (2022), https://digitalcommons.du.edu/sbs/vol8/iss1/4.
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The appendix shows a continuous growth in the number of guitar-accompanied
songs reported, decade by decade. The years between 1860 and 1869, for example,
bring 37 titles, but by 1890–99 the number has risen to 394. This increase is too marked
to be entirely fortuitous, and no single explanation can account for it. To begin with
the most obvious, we must reckon with the growth in the number of newspapers
year by year. The more there are to search, the more hits we may expect, and between
1855 and 1861, for example, no less than 137 newspapers were launched in a total of
123 English towns where none had previously existed.33 Nor can our figures be assumed to give a comprehensive record, for the material they quantify was gathered
in a selective manner, bypassing published items and collections in favor of songs
that were definitely used (in some cases by many people) rather than songs that
were simply available in print but may never, for all we know, have been performed.
Despite the limitations we must place on the figures, however, there is good
reason to suppose that they show the guitar’s fortunes improving, if only because
so many other forms of mass-market entertainment were emerging and expanding
during the last quarter of the century. This development is especially evident at the
close of the century but had been long in the preparation. The roster of earning
musicians working in British orchestras or theatres rose by nearly seventy percent
during the last two decades; over a longer period, 1881 to 1911, the number of actors
and actresses increased almost threefold, handsomely outrunning the expansion of
the population as a whole.34 Given the dependence of much guitar-accompanied
repertoire on theatre songs and popular melodies, this was a context in which the
eminently portable and inexpensive guitar was liable to flourish not fade.
The career of Henry Lea, a prolific arranger of material for the guitar, allows a
comparable point to be made with a sharper focus. Lea appears in the newspaper
record of the later 1830s and 1840s as a teacher and dealer in “some very superior
guitars, both in the Spanish and the French Style.”35 He was still trading in 1871 when
the census of that year lists him as a “music seller” living in the St. Pancras district
of London. Lea published some light solo music for the guitar in collections which
seemingly date from the 1830s and 40s, but on the verge of the 1860s he turned
his attention to guitar-accompanied songs and seems rarely to have looked back
thereafter. There is no comprehensive listing of his many productions,36 the vast
33 Laurel Brake and Marysa Demoor, eds., Dictionary of Nineteenth-Century Journalism in Great
Britain and Ireland (London: Academia Press, 2009), s.v. “Local Press.” It should also be
observed that some newspapers have not yet been digitized from their first issue. Sussex
Agricultural Express, for example, has only been filmed from 1857, though it began twenty years
earlier. Others did not begin publication until relatively late in the century, such as the Derby
Daily Telegraph, which appeared for the first time in 1879. For the growth of the provincial
press in the Victorian period and rising circulation figures across the board, see Lucy Brown,
Victorian News and Newspapers (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 26–53.
34 David Cannadine, Victorious Century: The United Kingdom, 1800–1906 (London: Allen Lane,
2017), 514. For the growth of leisure activities, see Peter Bailey, Leisure and Class in Victorian
England: Rational Recreation and the Contest for Control, 1830–1885 (London: Routledge, 2007).
35 Morning Post, April 1, 1840.
36 Gammie, 19th Century Guitar Songs, 101, lists those that are in the British Library.
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Figure 5 The stock title
page for items in Henry
Lea’s series, Lea’s Edition
of Popular Guitar Songs.
Private collection.

majority of which have words in English. As the standard title page for Lea’s Edition
of Popular Guitar Songs reveals (figure 5), Lea capitalized upon the success, in 1857,
of what one newspaper report called “a new set of black humourists, entitled The
Christy Minstrels and announced as from New York.”37 All the songs performed by
The Christy Minstrels are marked with an asterisk.
Newspaper reports from the 1860s onwards sometimes reinforce the sense of a
guitar revival by remarking that the appearance of a guitar player in an amateur concert
was a novelty. In the winter of 1867 there was an event at Eardisland (Herefordshire)
where a “novel and successful feature” of the music on offer was a song performed
by a local farmer, Mr. Harley Connop, “to guitar accompaniment.”38 In 1872 a report
in Norwood News remarked on the “comparative novelties in the program,” including “songs with guitar accompaniment by Mr Beresford,” of whom nothing further
37 Morning Advertiser, July 29, 1857. The reviewer was well aware that the performers were white
men in blackface makeup.
38 Hereford Journal, February 2, 1867. He appears with his wife and servants in the census of 1871.
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is known.39 A song accompanied by a guitar seemed an appealing “novelty” to the
inhabitants of a small Northamptonshire village gathered for a concert in 1885,40 while
in the same year a Norfolk reviewer regarded a performance of Cockles and Mussels to
the guitar as “a welcome and novel feature” of the evening’s entertainment.41 Similar
comments were sometimes made when guitar players sang between the speeches
and toasts of political assemblies’ gatherings and dinners, as they increasingly did.
At a Nottinghamshire meeting of the Primrose League in 1887, the “singing of Mrs.
Walter Salmond, with her own guitar accompaniment,” was regarded as “a novel and
most delightful part of the program.”42
Notices and advertisements in the provincial press suggest a similar picture of
renewed amateur interest in guitar-accompanied song. A Birmingham instance from
1881 shows an enthusiast looking for lessons “in Playing Accompaniments to Singing,”43
and in the same decade a panel in the Manchester Courier reveals someone seeking “a
few nice Songs with Guitar accompaniments.”44 We also find advertisements placed
by players offering to arrange accompaniments for a fee. “Guitar thoroughly taught
from music by competent teacher,” runs a Manchester example from 1882, “accompaniments arranged and music supplied.”45 Further help was forthcoming in 1890
when Arthur Ram, otherwise unknown, compiled A Simple Method of Arranging and
Setting Accompaniments for the Guitar, which is unfortunately lost.46
The fact that songs to the guitar could be reported as a novelty for nearly thirty
years — a long time for anything to remain new — suggests there was no sudden,
country-wide explosion of interest in guitar-accompanied singing. In a word, there
was no guitar boom. Instead, different communities, at different times, discovered that
an amateur among them had not only taken up the guitar but was ready to venture
out with it and take advantage of new opportunities to show themselves. Many of
these amateur events were “penny readings,” a term not much encountered before
the 1860s in the sense relevant here. As the name suggests, a penny reading offered
musical performances and recitations, mostly by local amateurs, with a low price of
admission to accommodate everyone in the parish save the destitute. The event of
1867 at Eardisland mentioned above, where a “novel and successful feature” of the
evening was a farmer’s comic song to the guitar, was one such occasion. They were
often well attended, even though the material chosen for recitation was often of an
improving kind with the local clergyman striving to exercise a veto over what was
read and sung.47
Norwood News, February 24, 1872.
Buckingham Express, February 7, 1885.
Norfolk Chronicle, April 25, 1885.
Nottinghamshire Guardian, January 28, 1887.
Birmingham Mercury, October 7, 1881, lessons wanted. Again December 1.
Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser, November 26, 1887.
Manchester Evening News, July 18, 1882.
The only known copy, once in the British Library and still in the catalogue as a record of what
was once in the collections, was destroyed during an air raid in World War II.
47 In 1873 the Rev. Francis Kilvert forbade the son of a blacksmith from singing a “low and
course” song; the intervention was greatly resented. W. Plomer, ed., Kilvert’s Diary, 3 vols
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Other events were more recognizably concerts, in the familiar sense, and were
called so. Often some two hours in length, they too were mostly held in the winter
months and usually comprised songs accompanied by the pianoforte, less often a
guitar, with a few instrumental items — usually a duet of some kind, often a flute or
violin and pianoforte. There was often a stated purpose, which might be to augment
the parish clothing fund,48 to buy newspapers, books, and periodicals for the local
reading room or to cover the costs incurred by the restoration of a parish church
by replacing cracked bells, laying tiled floors, or stripping out box pews. The venue
chosen might be a town hall, an assembly room in a coaching inn, a room booked
for a political meeting, a corn exchange, a guildhall, a workhouse, or even an asylum;
amateur singers with a guitar can be traced in all these places. Local schoolrooms,
however, were pressed into service especially often; many of them were Church-ofEngland foundations, for these concerts were tied to the revival of parish life under
Anglican clergy who looked askance on the success of dissenting churches, such as
the Baptist, whose ministers called for the separation of Church and State. (A rural
vicar in the fourth chapter of Thomas Hardy’s novel A Pair of Blue Eyes, published
in 1872–3, may speak for many real-life clerics when he claims that he only submitted to the “bother” of having his church restored because “it was necessary to do
something in self-defence, on account of those d[amned] dissenters.”) The Anglican
clergy increasingly recognized the need to make their rectories a place of welcome
and their parish rooms or schoolrooms a scene of reunion and entertainment, if the
Church of England were to repair the damage done by many years of gentlemanly
and absentee clergy in an eighteenth-century church that had lingered well into the
nineteenth.49 We owe much of what we know about the Victorian revival of the guitar
to the initiatives taken, or presided over, by rural vicars and their curates.

The Players
Their work could elicit a handsome response, especially from women. Nearly eighty
percent of the singers named in the performances surveyed for this study are female.
Women were therefore principally responsible for the noticeable widening of the
guitar’s constituency, measured in social terms, that had undoubtedly taken place
since the Great Vogue but was already underway as that fashion declined. In 1836 there
was a widely reported case of a housemaid who asked to be released from her duties,
twice a week for the first month, to take a series of prepaid guitar lessons.50 In 1841
(London, Jonathan Cape, 1938–40), 335. For attendance at penny readings, see ibid., 2, 89
(recording 167 persons), 124 (250 persons), and 335 (recording an unusually poor attendance).
48 Philanthropy in the mid-Victorian period is too large to enter upon here. For an overview of
the period relevant to this discussion, see Hugh Cunningham, The Reputation of Philanthropy
since 1750: Britain and Beyond (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2020), chapter 8.
49 Midori Yamaguchi, Daughters of the Anglican Clergy (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014).
50 Page, The Guitar in Georgian England, and compare figs. 48 and 49. In 1838 the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge commended the guitar in the eleventh volume of its Penny
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the London firm of Keith Prowse was selling “foreign guitars, full size” (presumably
imports from Mirecourt) for the remarkably low price of thirteen shillings,51 while
around 1860 guitars could be obtained for less than a guinea, according to Ciebra — a
price to suit many of his working readers. Auctions, the sales of unredeemed pledges
left with pawnbrokers, and very basic instruments hawked by street sellers were
other sources of instruments that could be obtained for much less than shop price.52
By the end of the century, a young woman like Clara Jane Lindow, a basket-maker’s
daughter from Cumbria, shared the musical pastime of singing to the guitar with
ladies of much higher social class, such as Lady Pamela Wyndham from Wiltshire.53
In the 1880s and 1890s, such players as Miss Lindow, drawn from the “work a-day
world,” included schoolmistresses, music teachers whose fathers might be leather
merchants, gas-fitters or music-sellers, the wives of railway clerks, the daughters of
drapers, or dressmakers whose fathers might be wheelwrights or carriage-builders.54
The wives and daughters of clergy formed the largest single group of self-accompanying singers, from the middling sort, at these concerts; they could count
themselves both respectable and, in a quiet way, securely genteel. The importance of
these women to the parish work of a husband, father, or brother in holy orders has
become increasingly clear in recent years.55 They helped make the rectory seem a
respectable, harmonious home at the heart of the parish, and they were often required
to use their drawing-room accomplishments in the service of the parish church by
Cyclopædia (London: Charles Knight), a work published in twenty-seven volumes and three
supplements between 1828 and 1843. The unsigned entry for the guitar gives succinct but
accurate details of stringing and compass together with a comprehensive set of measurements
in a manner perhaps designed to appeal to the artisan. The entry ends with advice that the
“best and cheapest guitars are made in Germany” (which is slightly surprising; perhaps the
compiler is referring to Mirecourt in the Vosges?) and can be purchased in London “at a moderate price.” This is clearly a recommendation, and the availability of guitars for only eighteen
shillings and upwards from a shop near London’s Bunhill Fields in 1832 (The Times, June 28)
and only sixteen shillings upwards to a pound at Leeds the following year (Leeds Intelligencer,
November 16) confirms the claim about price.
51 Morning Herald, December 7, 1841.
52 For the very cheap, second-hand guitars sold by street vendors around 1850, see Henry
Mayhew, London Labour and the London Poor (New York: Dover, 1968), 2: 2, 19.
53 Soulby’s Ulverston Advertiser and General Intelligencer, February 2, 1893; census of 1871. Miss
Lindow sang for a schoolroom concert in 1893 when she was twenty-two, as yet unmarried
and working as her father’s assistant housekeeper. She chose the ballad Dreamtide and performed it “in character” — that is to say, in costume — “with marked skill and ability.”
54 Schoolmistress: Miss Eller (Oxford Journal, August 10, 1844; census of 1851). A (male) cordwainer: W. Dronfield (Sheffield Independent, February 24, 1855; census of 1851). The wife of a
railway clerk: Mrs. E. R. Ward (Derby Daily Telegraph, November 24, 1891, and Derby Mercury,
May 4, 1898; census of 1901). Dressmaker and daughter of a wheelwright: Jennet Dickinson
(Huddersfield Daily Chronicle, December 1, 1894; census of 1891). Daughter of a leather
merchant: Miss Knee (Stroud News and Gloucestershire Advertiser, February 22, 1895; census
of 1891). The daughter of a gas-fitter and plumber: Miss Jupp (Mid Sussex Times, October
27, 1885; census of 1881). The daughters of music-sellers and music-warehouse owners: Miss
Warrington (Maidenhead Advertiser, May 4, 1887 / Kelly’s Directory of Berkshire, 1887, 102);
Miss Foley (Salisbury and Winchester Journal, January 2, 1886; Kelly’s Directory of Wiltshire, 1895,
191).
55 Yamaguchi, Daughters of the Anglican Clergy.
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Figure 6 “A morning call at the Rectory,” an etching of 1859. From Visit of a London
Exquisite to His Maiden Aunts in the Country, by “Theo,” dedicated to William Thackeray.
Author’s collection.

playing the organ and running the church choir, if the rector were in favor of having
a sung service. Mrs. Chamberlen, who sang My Heart Is Sair and several other songs
at a schoolroom concert in Kingswood (Surrey) in 1889, was the wife of the rector
at nearby Headley; her guitar-accompanied singing was one aspect of her musical
contribution to the life of her own and neighboring parishes, for she also sang in
worship and memorial services.56 This is the kind of person whom the inhabitants
of many a village — from the squire in the front row to laborers at the back — saw
walk onto the platform with a guitar and begin to sing among the decorative ferns
and flags from approximately mid-century on. We glimpse one of her kind in an
56 Surrey Mirror, November 16, 1889; Kelly’s Directory of Kent, Surrey & Sussex, 1891, [part 3,
Surrey] (London: Kelly, 1891), 1330.
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Figure 7 Photograph of Jessie Hartcup and a program of a 1902 concert at Alvechurch
(Worcestershire) in which she sang to the guitar. The titles of the songs, added in ink,
are Mandalay (a setting of the poem by Rudyard Kipling), Marguerite and The Tin gee gee.
Courtesy of James Hartcup.

etching of 1859 entitled “A Morning Call at the Rectory”; a rector’s daughter appears
at the far left of the image with her piano or harmonium, her harp, her guitar, and
her music (figure 6).
Equally well placed in the social scale were the wives and daughters of men
in other professions who can now be found venturing onto the concert platform
with a guitar. They include Miss Foley, daughter of an admiral, who was often to be
heard in West-Country concerts, organized to support various good causes, as she
sang sentimental and comic songs. Another was Miss Jessie Hartcup (1860–1937),
a solicitor’s daughter from the market town of Bungay in Suffolk.57 A prominent
amateur singer-guitarist at concerts in the east of England, she was still performing
in 1902, when she was in her early forties (figure 7). After her death in 1937 Miss
Hartcup was remembered as one who brought the best of the Victorian age into
the late 1930s, including her veneration for “those domestic virtues which are no
longer fashionable”; the portrait might have been different if the obituarist had seen
her in her heyday, singing Cockles and Mussels or O Dem Golden Slippers to a guitar.
57 Kelly’s Directory of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk (London: Kelly, 1883), 826 and 827.
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Since she was a senior member of her local golf club in Norfolk’s Waveney Valley,
and therefore one who profited from social changes that increasingly took women
away from the home for competitive sports, bicycle jaunts, and paid clerical work,
Hartcup’s career as an itinerant amateur suggests we should not too readily assume
that all women needed the cover of a charitable purpose to sing to the guitar in a
public (albeit amateur) concert.
Still more genteel were the higher gentry and daughters of the nobility like Miss
Pamela Wyndham, mentioned above. Women of this social class may never have
entirely abandoned the guitar since the palmy days of the 1820s when Lady Frances
Sturges sang “the prettiest collection of things, Italian, German, Spanish.”58 As one
would expect from someone of Pamela Wyndham’s exalted position, she sang in a
foreign tongue (in this case Spanish) as well as English, thereby displaying the cosmopolitan taste, and the polite education, expected from a woman of her class. One of
her songs, Cuando los matadores, was a bolero that she probably took from A. Carli’s
1890 anthology Songs of the Pyrenees, which enjoyed considerable success (figure 8).
The Spanish words, the jaunty rhythms in the guitar part, the audacity of the melodic
shapes that suggest a fanfare, and the evocation of a bullfight must have sounded
quite exotic in an English village schoolroom on a January night, especially if Miss
Wyndham viewed the song as a chance to display a most “unladylike” flamboyance.
Carli prints both English and Spanish words for the song; Miss Wyndham chose the
Spanish, but when the music teacher Miss Helen Coates, daughter of a tradesmen (a
milliner) and therefore of a significantly lower class, sang the same bolero, she chose
the English version, When Matadors Are Fighting.
Male players account for twenty-two percent of the individuals named in the
concert reviews surveyed, among them military men of a kind not much encountered in this context since the Napoleonic Wars. The songs of Captain Leslie Smith
of the Royal Horse Artillery, for example, included The Dashing Little Soldier and
The Buffalo Battery; there was also Lieutenant-Colonel Jervis, Gunner Deane, and
Captain Griffiths of the Royal Artillery Commissariat. Other male players include
a Devon clergyman who sang The Angel’s Whisper, an employee in a Brighton department store, a guitar-teacher in Manchester who advertised himself as a dealer in
imported Martin guitars, and a coal merchant.59 Some ability with the guitar, at least
in an accompanying role, consorted with many different ways of being a respectable
male amateur, always providing that a man sang in English. Competence in a foreign
language had no established place in the Victorian ideal of manhood.

58 For an elegant study of guitar playing at this social level, see Sarah Clarke, “An Early Victorian
Amateur Guitarist,” Early Music 47, no. 1 (February 2019): 99–111.
59 The Devon clergyman: Rev. H. J. Marshall (North Devon Journal, December 16, 1880; History,
Gazetteer & Directory of Devon, 1878–79 [Sheffield: William White, 1879], 143; census of 1881).
The employee in Brighton’s department store: Mr. Fenn (Brighton Gazette, March 24, 1864).
The guitar teacher and seller of Martin guitars: W. H. Murphy (Manchester Evening News,
November 16, 1887). The coal and salt merchant: Thomas Barnfield (Wilts and Gloucestershire
Standard, January 16, 1886; Kelly’s Directory of Gloucestershire, 1897 [London: Kelly, 1897], 149).
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Figure 8 The first page of Bolero: When Matadors Are Fighting, from A. Carli, Songs of the Pyrenees (London: S.
Lucas, Weber, 1890). Private collection.

Figure 9 A passage from Lovely Night, with music by J. H. Tully, arranged for voice and
guitar by E. Blessner (New York: Wm. A. Pond, c. 1849).

The Repertoire
Contemporaries generally referred to songs in English as “ballads,” a term that
usually implied English words and a graceful, memorable melody without undue
contrivance.60 The distinguished contralto and teacher of singing Charlotte Helen
Sainton-Dolby (1821–85), for example, advises singers to avoid conspicuously foreign
(notably Italianate) runs and flourishes, save at structural points.61 This is nonetheless a repertoire with considerably more to offer than most of the scores imply, and
they sometimes explicitly cue the effects required from singers and guitarists who
wished to perform them expressively. A passage from Lovely Night, for example,
with music by J. H. Tully, musical director at several London theatres, packs into
just six measures a pp marking, the instruction con delicatezza, a cue for rallentando,
some light ad lib. ornamentation for the voice and a sequential ornament marked
ritard[ando] (figure 9).
Most of the poets who wrote the words for these ballads are now forgotten, though
some were recognized in their day (and still are) as major figures on the literary scene
of Britain and the United States. They include Alfred Lord Tennyson (Come into the
Garden Maud), Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (My Lady Sleeps), Lord Byron (Maid
of Athens), Felicia Hemans (Sing to Me Gondolier), and Rudyard Kipling (Mandalay
and Tommy, both soliloquies of a common soldier). Some songs look back to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries for their poems, setting verses by William Davenant
(The Lark Now Leaves His Wat’ry Nest), Ben Jonson (Drink to Me Only with Thine
Eyes), and William Shakespeare (’Twas a Lover and his Lass). The prevailing note
of many songs with poems by lesser or unknown figures is rueful or sentimental;
60 About 11% of the songs listed in the appendix are in a foreign tongue, with Italian and Spanish
predominant.
61 Charlotte Sainton-Dolby, Madame Sainton-Dolby’s Tutor for English singers (Ladies’ Voices): A
Complete Course of Practical Instruction in the Art of Singing (London: Boosey, 1872), introduction et passim.
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Wrap Me Up in My Tarpaulin Jacket, for example, is the soliloquy of a dying soldier,
while Madeline is a love-song to one who lies “under the cold white stone.” There
are regrets for lost pleasures such as Last Night (which appears eleven times on the
full-data list) and laments for enforced separation, as in Farewell, ’Twere Vain to Tell
Thee and Kathleen Mavourneen, where a man serenades his beloved at dawn only to
remind her of an imminent parting “that may be for years, or it may be forever.” The
concern with the transience of life and worldly pleasure is sometimes so emphatic,
as in Scenes That Art Brightest, that we seem to meet a form of evangelical preaching.
Yet there are also many comic or whimsical pieces, some taken from the stage, such
as Rhoda and Her Pagoda, while others set nonsense verse by Lewis Carroll, among
others. The Whiting and the Snail, for example, is “The Mock Turtle’s Song” from
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland of 1865; it was sung to the guitar, bizarrely enough,
by Captain Leslie Smith, of the Royal Horse Artillery, at a “grand concert” in 1887.62
Men claimed for themselves the right to sing military, naval, or patriotic songs,
such as Not a Drum Was Heard (the only appearance of Charles Wolfe’s poem, once
memorized by every British schoolchild), The Anchor’s Weighed, Jolly John Bull Am I,
The Grave of Bonaparte, and Rule Britannia. During the Second Boer War, however,
waged between 1899 and 1902, the redoubtable Jessie Hartcup could not be deterred
from singing Rudyard Kipling’s poem Tommy — the bitter complaint of a soldier
refused entry to public houses and theatres but always welcomed when there is
danger. For the most part, men also reserved to themselves comic songs of marital
complaint such as The Dumb Wife and The Musical Wife, together with songs of advice
and so-called “motto songs,” like Paddle Your Own Canoe, Take Things in a Quiet Sort
of Way, and the music-hall favorite Pulling Hard against the Stream.
There was one song, however, that women repeatedly claimed for their own.
Although there are nearly fifty examples of Cockles and Mussels on the full-data list,
only one is sung by a man, and it is the earliest (from 1879). This vast discrepancy is
hardly predicted by the preponderance of female singer-guitarists on the list (where
women outnumber men by a ratio of four to one).
The task of any performer offering Cockles and Mussels is to carry the audience
through a narrative they already know to the refrain of the song: Molly’s street cry
of “Cockles and mussels alive, alive-o,” whose words become mordantly ironic in
the last verse — and in a grotesque way comic, since they are sung by Molly from
beyond the grave. The gender of the singer in renditions of Cockles and Mussels to
the guitar was apparently of considerable moment. The explanation may lie with the
Victorian fondness for songs to the guitar performed “in character” and the habits
of listening that followed from it. In one performance from 1895, indeed, Cockles
and Mussels was given as part of a tableau vivant, a living picture of costumed figures,
which would certainly have required the singer to dress as Molly.63 Although this
appears to have been exceptional, it clearly mattered to hear the repeated street-cry
refrain sung and led by a voice that would encourage the listener to associate — and
62 Herts Advertiser, December 17, 1887.
63 Maidenhead Advertiser, October 16, 1895.
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even in a pleasing way to confuse — the singer with Molly Malone. The elements that
seem to stand out here are the image of the woman holding the guitar — the guitar
as costume — and the sense that singing a song with guitar invites us to perceive a
song as more theatrical.
The composers represented include most of the well-known creators of ballads
and operas, including M. W. Balfe (1808–70), whose song “I Dreamt That I Dwelt
in Marble Halls,” from his opera The Bohemian Girl, was widely admired, together
with John Barnett (1802–90), Arthur Sullivan (1842–1900), and Sir Henry Bishop
(1787–1856), composer of what has long been regarded as the quintessential sentimental Victorian ballad, Home, Sweet Home. Among the female composers, Caroline
Norton (Lady Stirling Maxwell) is represented by Juanita, a notable hit of the 1850s and
1860s which was often sung to the guitar by amateurs, not least because its evocation
of a southern setting (“Soft o’er the fountain / Ling’ring falls the southern moon”)
was well suited to the lingering Romantic strain in the guitar’s ethos. The ballad My
Johnny Was a Shoemaker that Miss Julia Daly sang in 1860 was her own composition
(a version for voice and pianoforte was published), while in 1895 the Leeds Mercury
records a subscription concert where Miss Ellen Wright’s composition With My
Guitar was sung “with charming naiveté” to the composer’s guitar accompaniment.
Arrangements by Catharina Pratten, the best known of all Victorian women composers for the guitar, were a standby for those who could afford them. There were
even Pratten devotees, such as the Marden sisters of Stalisfield in Kent, daughters of
the local postmaster, who do not appear in the newspaper record singing anything
else.64 By the 1880s, however, some of the best-known songs that Pratten arranged
were available in multiple competing versions. That may be one of the reasons why
sales were modest, as she admitted,65 and her cover prices high, but there are other
signs of low demand for printed arrangements. The amateur who sought “a few
nice Songs with Guitar accompaniments” through the columns of a Manchester
newspaper in 1887 had evidently not found what he or she sought in the city’s music
shops. Only about a third of the items listed in the appendix to this study are known
to have circulated in printed or manuscript arrangements for voice and guitar, and
a substantial proportion of those were probably imported from the United States
(see below). Material has certainly been lost, and much remains uncatalogued,66 but
such printed arrangements were probably never abundant.
The reason is not far to seek. The art of devising accompaniments for the guitar by
ear was well established among amateur players, not least because guitar instruction

64 Maidstone Telegraph, April 29, 1865; East Kent Gazette, May 13, 1865; Melville & Co.’s Directory
and Gazeteer of Kent (London: Melville, 1858), 225; census of 1851 and 1861. The girls were born
in 1846, 1848, and 1849. All were under twenty at the time of the performance.
65 See the note that appears on the title page of some items: “Owing to the limited sale of Guitar
Music, Mme Pratten is obliged to charge Full Price for her own Publications.”
66 See Kenneth Sparr, “Music for the Early-Nineteenth Century Guitar in Private Hands and
Public Collections,” in Page, Sparks, and Westbrook, eds., The Great Vogue for the Guitar in
Western Europe.
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Figure 10 Abbreviated notation
for a guitar accompaniment to
Molly Malone. From the papers
of the guitariste Mina Norton.
Windsor Castle, St George’s
Chapel Archives and Chapter
Library M1205/2/c. Reproduced
by permission.

books published in Britain had been teaching it since the 1820s.67 Players could acquire a large repertoire by listening to street musicians, learning songs from a friend,
or attending the theatre and hearing the most popular songs of the day sung and
encored. The next step was to look up the texts in some cheap songbook, or songster,
and devise an accompaniment with the aid of Ciebra’s tutor or something similar.
Players who were musically illiterate, or virtually so, might use alternative systems to
record accompaniments in a manner that circumvented standard musical notation.
Figure 10 shows a small sheet of paper from the archive of the semi-professional
singer-guitarist Mina Norton, presumably prepared for a novice in the 1890s. It
gives a succinct but comprehensive set of instructions for a variously strummed and
arpeggiated accompaniment to the favorite ballad Molly Malone, in standard tuning.
The chords are identified by solfege syllables, while figures indicate the number of
measures during which each chord is to be held. When strumming is required, the
motion is to be down once with the thumb (x) and up twice with the first finger.
With the introduction of a pianoforte into many homes, however, a process underway throughout the nineteenth century, there was a general rise in the musical
literacy of guitar players. Some were pianists first and guitarists second by the 1870s,
as the programs of amateur concerts prove by recording numerous instances where
one person performed on both instruments during the same evening. Such players
could sort through the torrent of songs published for voice and pianoforte, looking
for material they could arrange for their own use. This was a longstanding resource
of guitar players, as witness Ferdinando Carulli’s treatise L’Harmonie appliquée à la
guitare of 1825, a manual for making guitar reductions of accompaniments originally
designed for piano or even for orchestra. Much later, when the British soldier John
Alexander Temple, a pupil of Catharina Pratten, was posted to India in January 1871,
he used a printed copy of The Sun Shines Bright in the Old Kentucky Home, arranged
67 For example, Alfred Bennett’s 1829 method, Instructions for the Spanish Guitar (London:
Chappell), gives fingerboard diagrams of the chords I, IV, and V, in various major and minor
keys, so that the player can devise accompaniments for “simple Italian and French melodies.”
See further Page, The Guitar in Georgian England, 260n73.
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for voice and pianoforte, to make his own arrangement for voice and guitar.68 Leila
Trapmann probably worked in this way to gather the thousands of songs she says
she sifted to create her repertoire. The task was made all the easier by the simplicity
of many piano accompaniments, even to the point where the texture could be read
straight onto the guitar by any player who knew the bass clef, though it would often
be necessary to simplify the introduction or create a new one.
The favorite ballads for guitar accompaniment were these:
Title and composer

Mentions

Cockles and Mussels (also known as Molly Malone; traditional)
Old Folks at Home (Stephen C. Foster)
Dinah Doe ( J. L. Molloy)
Home, Sweet Home (Sir Henry Bishop)
Juanita (Caroline Norton)
Santa Lucia (traditional Neapolitan)
Gaily the Troubadour Touched His Guitar ( J. P. Knight)
Oh, Dear, What Can the Matter Be (traditional)
Last Night (Edgardo Lévi)
No Sir (Mary Augusta Wakefield)
Ildegonda (Stephen Glover)

47
46
29
25
19
11
11
11
11
10
10

To judge by this list, fashions in guitar-accompanied song had changed a good
deal since the Great Vogue of 1800–1840. A distinction between music of enduring
worth, necessarily of limited appeal, and ephemeral music for entertainment had
hardened. Few doubted that the guitar, at least when used as an accompaniment
to the voice, belonged with the latter. The favorites listed above were commodities
traded in a vigorous market by openly mercenary songwriters hoping to strike lucky,
for there were fortunes to be made.69 All have English words. Songs with refrains
that a concert audience might sing (whether their participation was welcomed or
not) are prominent, with one of the nineteenth century’s best-known refrain songs,
Cockles and Mussels heading the list. The influence of American popular song and
imported blackface entertainment, already glimpsed in the work of Henry Lea, is
very evident with the great favor shown to Old Folks at Home (Stephen C. Foster)
and Dinah Doe ( J. L. Molloy).
Songs in a foreign language (principally meaning Spanish or Italian) account for
only about ten percent of the song repertoire inventoried in the appendix. The performance of such material, including opera favorites, to the guitar, was increasingly a
professional matter —or rather semi-professional, since the status of some prominent
performers is not always clear and may never have been. Interest in Spanish song was
68 Private collection.
69 See Harold Simpson, A Century of Ballads (London: Mills and Boon, 1910) for an insider’s
account.
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magnified in the 1870s and beyond as Britain caught the Parisian craze for Hispanic
music represented above all by Georges Bizet’s Carmen, premiered in 1875.70 The
songs of the Spanish composer whom Bizet and many Parisian musicians admired,
Sebastián Yradier, were especially cultivated in England by Frances Elizabeth Braham,
a contralto and granddaughter of John Braham, the celebrated Jewish tenor. From
at least the mid 1860s to the mid 1880s, she accompanied herself on the guitar in a
selection of Yradier’s songs such as La calasera, Jota de los estudiantes, and La Juanita,
sung in the original Spanish. She performed these songs, presumably to arrangements
of her own, in amateur concerts given in the Hampshire and Isle-of-Wight area, often
to excellent reviews. Amidst the other examples of Spanish songs there are three
(possibly four) examples of a habanera, at least one of which is certainly L’Amour est
comme l’oiseau rebelle from Bizet’s Carmen, based upon a song by Yradier.71 All these
performers of a habanera were, like Miss Braham, examples of a new type of female
performer rising to particular prominence during the last quarter of the century: the
singer-guitarist (or guitariste) whose appearances in charitable concerts, “at Home”
events and evening parties crossed and recrossed the line between amateur and
professional performance. The performer was neither exactly a party guest in the
usual sense nor a hired artiste.
In contrast to the late-Victorian vogue for the banjo, the revival of interest in the
guitar, both as solo instrument and as a means to accompany the voice, was sometimes
tinged with a certain nostalgia. In 1895, one of Catharina Pratten’s pupils, Ada Tulloch,
was praised by one reviewer for the way she “pleasantly revived associations of the
early part of the present century by her guitar solos.”72 A journalist who visited the
Tulloch family mansion in 1893 was shown into an “old fashioned drawing room, where
quaint chintzes, lovely miniatures, antique china and redolent pot-pourris reminded
one of a time earlier in the century.”73 Pratten herself was a living link with the guitar
vogue of 1800–40; her performances and publications, both the solo pieces and the
accompanied songs, were said by one appreciative reviewer to preserve “an interest
for that class of music, so popular a generation back.”74 The pace of life and of social
change in the last quarter of the nineteenth century had brought many gains and
opportunities for women but also perhaps some losses.75 “Our grandmothers were
really much more cultivated than we are,” declared Joan and Jill, two contributors
70 See Richard Langham Smith, Bizet’s Carmen Uncovered (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2020),
passim.
71 For the Bizet Habanera to the guitar, see East Anglian Daily Times, May 8, 1893. The performer
was the composer, Miss Edith A. Dick. For two further instances of a habanera, search for
Habanera and Habanero (sic) in the full-data list. The fourth and uncertain case is La Habana
se va Perdu (York Herald, January 30, 1886) where the meaningless La Habana se va may be
a misreading of a handwritten program with the text La Habanera (the word Perdu remains
unexplained).
72 London Evening Standard, February 14, 1895.
73 The Sketch, October 11 1893.
74 Morning Post, May 22, 1871.
75 See David Rubinstein, Before the Suffragettes: Women’s Emancipation in the 1890s (Brighton:
Harvester Press, 1986).
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Figure 11 Ex Libris bookplate for
Jane Patterson by Robert Anning
Bell. Line illustration from 1893
that appeared in The Studio: An
Illustrated Magazine of Fine and
Applied Art. Private Collection.

to the woman’s column of a Manchester paper in 1891, for “every well-educated girl
knew enough of Spanish to sing in that language when she ‘touched the light guitar.’ ”76
Leila Trapmann cultivated an art that she knew her grandmother, two generations
back, would have called “an accomplishment,”77 while a serenely elegant bookplate
by her younger contemporary Jane Patterson (figure 11) welcomes being placed
beside comparable drawings from the early nineteenth century, such as the one in
Charles Sola’s guitar method of 1820 (figure 12). The designer of the bookplate has
copied an instrument of the 1820s or 1830s with bridge pins and a pegboard, not a
guitar of the 1890s; by showing a rose in the soundhole, which Jane Patterson’s guitar
is very unlikely to have possessed, he has cast the nostalgic regard ever further back.
Finally, America. The guitar revival gained much of its impulse from the importation of songs and arrangements from the United States. The many guitar-accompanied
songs listed in the Complete Catalogue of Sheet Music and Musical Works issued by the
USA Board of Music Trade in 1870 include many that appear in the appendix, and
76 “Items for Ladies, by Joan and Jill,” Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser,
October 17, 1891.
77 Trapmann, Gathered Yesterdays, 23.
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Figure 12 Detail of the title-page of C. Sola, Instructions for the Spanish Guitar (1820).
Author’s Collection.

by no means all of them have a known British counterpart. No composer is better
represented there than Stephen C. Foster: The Old Folks at Home of 1851 appears
forty-seven times on the full-data list, a total that is only exceeded by Molly Malone.
The gradual adoption of such material by singer-guitarists in Britain may have less
to do with the work of costumed blackface troupes, imported or indigenous, than a
general assimilation of American culture. In the 1880s theatre critics evoked, with a
new emphasis, the “American invasion” of the English stage; a circulation of thirty
thousand copies a month was claimed for Harper’s magazine (launched in New York
in 1850) and even provincial newspapers advertised “the newest British, French and
American fashions” amidst their reports of notable Anglo-American marriages. It
might be an exaggeration to say that the guitar revival in later-Victorian England was
an American invention, but it certainly had a place among portents of the American
Century to come.
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Appendix. List of Songs
A fuller inventory, noting every appearance of a song in the data surveyed, together with the name and gender of the singer-player, forms the full data-list included
in the present issue of Soundboard Scholar.
Save in cases of egregious error, where the correction to be made is obvious, song
titles and first lines appear here as they do in the original newspaper sources.
Many of the songs on this list can be viewed in nineteenth-century arrangements
for voice and guitar via the Hathi Trust site at https://www.hathitrust.org. The locations of many more can be established with Library Hub Discover, https://discover.
libraryhub.jisc.ac.uk, giving access to details of materials held in many UK national,
academic and specialist libraries. The search tool provided by Robert Coldwell’s
Digital Guitar Archive is also invaluable. The catalogue of the Hudleston Collection,
held at the Royal Irish Academy of Music, is accessible there and on the Academy’s
own site. The Appleby collection, held at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama
in London, has not yet been fully catalogued.
Songs that appear more than ten times on the full-data list are indicated here
thus: Cockles and Mussels × 49. Since this inventory is based almost entirely on
newspaper reports, it rests on material where the reporting of titles or first lines is
somewhat uneven, not least because the line of transmission from performance to
newspaper was of variable quality. Reviewers of concerts may sometimes have had
access to a printed or cyclostyled program (for the more lavish and better organized
events) or a handwritten copy of the list used by the chairman to announce the acts
from the platform. As a result, foreign words are sometimes mangled, leading to
egregious errors that suggest hard-pressed compositors trying to make sense of a
poorly written submission (as in Nasta Ma Manance for Hasta la mañana). On other
occasions, it seems, reviewers were dependent upon the chairman’s announcements
as the evening progressed and noted down what they could catch as he spoke. A few
titles are suspiciously short (“Probably”), or grammatically incomplete (“Beloved,
I”), perhaps because material was dropped by the compositor through inadvertence
or want of space.
M. W. Balfe (1808–70)
Come into the garden Maud
I dreamt that I dwelt
Love in language
The heart bowed down
The light of other days
When other lips
John Barnett (1802–90)
Archer boy
My fatherland
The mountain boy
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Sir Henry Bishop (1787–1856)
England and Victoria
Home, sweet home
I’m saddest when I sing
Tell me my heart
John Braham (c. 1774–1856)
The anchor’s weighed
Thomas Cooke (1782–1848)
Love’s ritornella

Stephen C. Foster (1826–64)
Beautiful dreamer
Hard times come again no more
Massa’s in de cold ground
My old Kentucky home
Nelly Bly
O Susannah
Oh boys, carry me long
Poor old Joe
Ring the banjo
Some folks
The old folks at home
Uncle Ned
Under the willow
Alexander Lee (1802–51)
Away to the mountain’s brow
Gypsies’ wild chaunt
Where, where is the rover
J. L. Molloy (1837–1909)
By the river
Dinah Doe
Little tin soldier
Love’s old sweet song
Mistress Prue
The three beggars
Tomorrow will be Friday
George Frederick Root (1820–95)
Hazel Dell
Just before the battle
Kiss me mother
Alfred Scott Gatty (1847–1918)
A day’s ride
Ole banjo
The sheepfold
Three little piggies

In days of old
Take a pair of sparkling eyes
The distant shore
The snow lies white
F. Paolo Tosti (1846–1916)
Beauty’s eyes
Tarpaulin jacket
J. A. Wade (1796–1845)
Meet me by moonlight
Sebstián Yradier (1809–65)
Jota de los estudiantes
La calesera
La colasa
La Juanita
La molinera
Songs with words by Thomas Moore
(1779–1852)
Believe me if all those endearing young
charms.
Come rest thee here, my gondolier
Flow on thou shining river
Last rose of summer
Nora Creina
Oft in the stilly night
The Castilian maid
The meeting of the waters
When he who adores thee

Chronological List of Songs
by First Appearance: Total
Titles 784
1830–39: 18 titles

Arthur Sullivan (1842–1900)
[E tu nol sai]
A wandering minstrel I
Cachuka

To the gay tournament
“a buffo song”
I’m saddest when I sing
Bellezza
Ninetta
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I’o non so
[By the margin of fair Zurich’s waters]
Where, where is the rover
Let love by love be guided
Una voce poco fa
Oh! deem not that I love her less
Away to the mountain’s brow
England and Victoria
We met
Non piu andrai
I remember, I remember
“Two airs from The Barber of Seville”
The light of other days
1840–49: 44 titles
They talk of dales and hills
The daughter of Israel
My fatherland
Ah! Quel plaisir d’etre soldat
The cot where I was born
Happy land
Not a drum was heard
En la calle
La pastorella innocente
Spanish muleteer
La danza
Tell me my heart
El sereni [“Todos cantan la Cachucha”]
Je quittai la montagne
Zagal
When he who adores thee
Nora Creina (“Lesbia has a beaming
eye”)
Meet me by moonlight
Old kirk yard
The anchor’s weighed
Kathleen mavourneen
Molly Bawn
The musical wife
The musical husband
[“The hunter’s signal horn”]
Oh! Summer night
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Archer boy
My beautiful Rhine
The rose will cease to blow
Shall I wasting with despair
Songs from La Somnambula
Songs from The Bohemian Girl
Don’t be too particular
Love in language should not seek
When wilt thou meet me, love
The heart bowed down
Wake, lady, wake
The mountain boy
Gypsies’ wild chaunt
Ernani involami
Shells from the ocean
Ye banks and braes
The nightingale
Deh! vieni alla finestra
1850–59: 11 titles
The gambler’s wife
The country fair
Todas las viégas
The May wind
Ve come il vento irato
La mia Letizia
Deserto sulla terra
Or che in cielo
Kiss me quick, and go, my honey
“Several other Ethiopian melodies”
Libiamo! Libiamo!
1860–69: 38 titles
Beautiful Venice
On mountain high
The mulberry tree
Queen of my soul
Come into the garden Maud
Dermot Astore
Poor Robinson Crusoe
Roy’s wife [of Aldivaloch]

La donna è mobile
Viva Garibaldi
As idly on a summer’s day
Fuor di Parigi
Tic tac a toc
Here in cool grot
Jolly John Bull am I
The guirdener’s lament
Whispering of hope
Many a time
The land of dreams
My little Mary Ann
Juanita × 19
O would I were a bird
The mocking bird
The grave of Buonaparte
’Tis really very unpleasant
Gentle Zitella
Say a kind word when you can
The gipsy girl
The green lanes of Old England
Pulling hard against the stream
Erin my country
Le chalet
The wishing gate
Le troubadour du Tage
Maggie May
Charlie’s drums are sounding
When you come to Jordan’s flood
La colasa
My own good night

Jota de los estudiantes
How shall I vow
O’er the far woodland
I heard sweet music stealing
La limena la flor del Peru
Collette and Colin
Smile and be happy
Who shall be fairest?
Cease thy reposing

La molinera
The dream of life
Come o’er the moonlit sea
Home
The emigrant’s bride
General Jackson
A snug little wedding
La calesera
Non piu mesta
Kiss me mother
Neapolitaine
I’ve heard sweet music given
La Juanita
Tis sad to think of her
Rule Britannia
The village blacksmith
Home, sweet home × 25
’Tis but a little faded flower
The fisherman
’Twas a dark day in November
My uncle John
Hilda valse
Row on
Jones’s sister
My nice little dog
My earrings
Ildegonda × 10
Xarifa
“A Spanish song”
Gaily the troubadour × 11
Where are the friends of my youth
Do they think of me at home
Maid of Athens
Hymns of Moody and Sankey
Her daddy forbade
Den grunome Fader
Herzig Schazterl
Annabel Lee
The troubadour
Don’t knock too loud at the door
Bruder ich and der
What an afternoon
Will you meet me at the fountain
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We shall meet each other there
Bonnie Dundee
The naughty young kitten
The pretty girls of London
Under the mistletoe
1880–89: 222 titles
Beware, take care
Take things in a quiet sort of way
Swallow, swallow
Tiritomba
Trippole, trappole
The angel’s whisper
Joshua
Tyrolienne
How shall I woo
So early in the morning
Just before the battle
Dinah Doe × 29
’Twere vain to tell
Alas, how easily things go wrong
No sir × 10
The wind is blowing soft
Hark, baby, hark
Golden slippers
Robin Adair
“An Italian song”
Come lasses and lads
The duck’s lament
Lovely night
Constance
What shall my song be to-night?
What can the matter be? × 11
A contented man
Poor thing
The dumb wife
Una paloma
The parody
Si la mar
I am the child of a king
The owl
Three little piggies
Going to market
34
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Coming through the rye
The maid of the mill
Auntie
The dule’s i’ this bonnet o’ mine
The lover and the bird
Wait till the clouds roll by
Young spring
Lullaby song
Mrs Lofty and I
Cockles and mussels × 49
Auld lang syne
In the dusk of the twilight
“A Russian song”
Hybrias the Cretan
Tyrolesa
Wrecked and saved
Begone dull care
The Irish emigrant
I love a lovely girl
An awful little scrub
Poor pussy
Mina
I am waiting
The gipsy maid
Jeanette, Jeannot
Spanish song
“a song from Sankey’s collection”
Long, long ago
Zara’s ear-rings
Vagrants of Erin
The place where the old horse died
When all the world is young lad
The butterfly
The pansy blossom
At the cross
I’m such a simple young man
Forget me not
Nelly Bly
My lodging is on the cold ground
La Habana se va Perdu [sic]
A la orilla del Ebro
Slavery days
Massa’s in de cold ground
Little sister’s gone to sleep

Sweet Kitty Clover
“Neapolitan songs”
Hard times come again no more
Schneider, how you vas?
Go to sleep baby
Yo yah yo
The lonely harp
Friends or lovers
Irish jaunting car
I longed as a child for the moon
Santa Lucia × 11
Habanera
Bolero
Little footsteps
Ancient Sam
Tell her I love her so
Knitting
The Dutchman’s little dog
Rothsay Bay
A Russian peasant song
Does your heart beat true to me
Somebody cares for me
The long, long weary day
Boccaccio
Canzone populare
A wish
Adieux à la Suisse
Under the stars
Dream faces
The mill may
The convict
The reign of the roses
Barny O’Hea
Fair shines the moon to-night
Nellie Gray
Let the children of the king
Beautiful mansions
Me gustan todas
Hasta la manana × 5
Musica pro[h]ibita
Hunting tower
Rowdy Row
Nancy Till
At sundown

When the robins nest again
Once I loved a maiden fair
Call me back
Hearts and homes
The whiting and the snail
Widow Malone
Down went the captain
The Danube River
Flow on, thou shining river
My old Kentucky home
The golden chain
I’m a simple British tar
The glance of Mary’s bobby
The policeman with his whiskers
Cockle shells
Love will find out the way
A serenade
Jack [is] every inch a sailor
“Spanish songs”
Last night × 11
“An Italian song”
Last rose of summer
Only
Gone are the days
The Spanish bolero
Russian air
Gentle Nellie Moore
Silver moonlight winds are blowing
Song of the Pyrenees
Awake while I touch my guitar
The four Maries
Lullaby
Some folks
I dreamt, my little boy, of thee
I am thine
Jarge’s jubilee
I did it
Riding thro’ the broom
A little more cider too
The three beggars
Homeward bound
The laird o’ Cockpen
Oh charming May
Paddle your own canoe
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Kitty Tyrell
Caruli Neapolitan
We ne’er might meet again
Hazel Dell
Old folk[s] at home × 46
Taze be taze
In a quandary
The ologies
Oiseau fidèle
Pepita
Willie’s gone to Melville castle
Wait for the waggon
The starlit dell
The cat and the owl
Beloved, I
A wandering minstrel
White wings
Beautiful dreamer
Lullaby
The beautiful green
The meeting of the waters
The young gypsy girl
The fairy dell
Sing along Sambo
Spirito gentil
Brother’s lullaby
Peek a boo
Good night
I dreamt that I dwelt (Balfe)
A fair good-night
The dashing little soldier
The garden of sleep
Love’s golden dream
“Two serenades”
A sailor and his lass
Carissima
E tu nol sai / You sleep (Arthur
Sullivan)
C’est l’Espagne
Volkslied: Lorelei
Johnny comes marching home
Chant arabe
Romance
Funiculi, Funicula
36
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You’ll soon forget Kathleen
Sweet love arise
At eventide
At noontide
My heart is sair
Hark, the woods are calling
Uncle Ned
Rock-a-bye
When the robins nest again
Pyrenean bolero
Song for me
1890–1900: 394 titles
Come into the garden George
Millie’s faith
Turkish song
The pennyworth of pins
And so does somebody else
De ole log cabin
Mrs Lofty and her jewels
Alice Brand
Lochinvar
Oh, carry me long
Lulu
The distant shore
The old man on the common
Consider O my soul
Madeline
When other lips
Oft in the stilly night
Annie Laurie
Old fashions
Poor old Joe
A day’s ride
Tabby’s catastrophe
The Spanish cavalier
Catarina
In days of old
Bonnie briar bush
Fiddle and I
Verlassen
Bolero (“a Pyrennean air”)
Banks of Benaurie

The suitor
El Jacque
The song for me
The Skye boat song
I’ll never do so any more
A tale of woe
Clementine
Jennie la meuniere
My home in the forest
The Pilot
Jump out of bed
Come rest thee here, my gondolier
Where the warbling waters flow
Green leaves whisper low
By the sad sea waves
Then you’ll remember me
A motto for every man
Beauty’s eyes
Webber’s song
He, she or it
Old Virginie shore
The old house at home
Tenting on the old camp ground
The story of sin
Bluebells of Scotland
Believe me if all those endearing
Marching through Georgia
Carote
Only to love her
The serenader
The lucky horsehoe
The forest dell
Ole banjo
So it was
The black horse
Come and see
In the shadow of his wings
Spanish bolero
Barbara Allen
Probably
Serenade
The leetle Spanish man
La serenata
Hush thee, my baby

Sweet violets
Loch Lomond
A song without words
Who’s that a calling so sweet
The morning lark (“Tyrolean
Serenade”)
Estudiantina
All through a piece of blue ribbon
Love’s jubilee
Those eyes of blue
Jenny Joscelyn’s mill
Golden slumbers
I’ll go no more a roving
Serenade
Canti popolari
Stars of the summer night
Gipsy song
Pierrot
Tyrolean
Thy face
Serenade
Quando los matadores
Lullaby
A fine old Irish gentleman
When matadors are fighting
Fleur des Alpes
Genevieve
Polly and her rag doll
The oak and the ash
Jilted
Put on de golden sword
Take a pair of sparkling eyes
Star upon star
Sankey’s hymn 310
The day I played base ball
The owl and the pussy cat
False Hugo
Ay chiquita (Yradier)
The parents
Zingali dance
She wore a wreath of roses
Deux petites bavardes
The story of Miss Lin
A fair good night to thee love
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“A little Spanish chanson”
Night watch
The fair college maid
Dunedin no more
On silver waters
The bullock battery
Johnnie will you wait for a while
Drink to me only with thine eyes
Maud Asplin
“A Japanese ballad”
So do I
Io te voglio
Come along John
Chloe
Kitty of Coleraine
Happy moments
The stile
Do as they do in England
Buffalo battery
Up comes Jones
Come all ye jolly shepherds
Help a friend in time of need
But it is so
The man in the moon
Finland love song
Tip-a toe
Come and dance
Twilight
Early one morning
They stole my child away
Sleep, O darling
Morning and evening
A Japanese love song
We’d better bide a wee
Story of three little owls
Ring the banjo
Close to the threshold
I’m gwine back to Dixie
The fairies
The ringtail coon
Tha varmer and the zluggard
Wrap me up in my tarpaulin jacket
A bunch of roses
Bolero (song of the Pyrenees)
38
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Beautiful Nell
Habanero [sic]
The meadow lark
The miller and the maid
The brokers are in
Every Jack has his Jill
Dreamtide
The cabin boy
The Saviour knocking at the heart’s
door
He called me out of darkness
Il trovatore
A farewell
Razors in de air
Old King Cole
Have the courage…to say no
Rally round the standard
The sunny south
“Guitar song in the Devonshire dialect”
Do you think the moon
Tit for tat
Encore, one polka more
Katie’s letter
Habanera (Bizet)
’Tis only you
Jim and me
Keep your houses clean
Little bow of blue
Thomas’s courtship
Soldier, soldier
Addi[o] mia bella Napoli
Lizzie Lindsay
Benedetta
Silver herring
Cachuka (from The Gondoliers)
Musica proibita
Say goodbye to Nancy
The hunting song
Whistling lullaby
The changing scenes of life
The choir and the new bonnet
Old fashioned roses are sweetest
Non è ver (Titto Mattel)
Les deux mules basques

Serenata
The song of a soldier
Grandma’s advice
Daisy Bel
Jan’s courtship
Going back
Mr Tooth
De ole umbrella
Golden hair
Grandmamma’s song
Butterflies
Some day
Lullaby
A little brown canoe
“A Spanish song”
Lanagan’s ball
Cuckoo
Sing to me, gondolier
La gitana
Teresita mia
Don Fernando
Fairylike music
Molly and I and the baby
Ting a ling ling
Ben Bolt
Songs of the Pyrenees
There is a way
When I meet you
A hive of bees
Mandalay
In the days when I was a gal
The merry old maid
There is a tavern in the town
The market clock
Mrs Brady
Give my love to Nancy
Come to the golden wedding
“Spanish Serenade”
Who’s that tapping at the garden gate
Pretty pond lilies
Who did
Tale of a fan
Baby
A Tyrolese song

“An Italian song”
Love’s old sweet song
Baby’s learning how to walk
Lullaby
A Creole love song
Oh honey
Far away
Nancy
The four-hoss char-a-banc
Volkslied
The gondolier
Rig-a-jig
Neapolitan song
Marguerite
Molly darling
The kiss by the gate
Bonnie Charlie
Tomorrow will be Friday
Paisiello’s arietta
The tin gee-gee
La ci darem (Mozart)
The morn is light on leaf and flow’r
The auld house
Who’s that a calling
A lullaby song
Patonia
Las campanillas
The sheepfold
The baby on the shore
Sèranade [sic] comique
Mine shweetheart (“Tyrolean song”)
The snow lies white
Rhine song
The lover’s lament
The road to the fair
Merrily I roam
Alabama blossom
I’se too bashful
The ash grove
Voices of angels
Little Cote
Trip, trip
Sweet Marie
Margery
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Oh then
Grey Tom-tit
Tatters
Paolo Nita
The hunter of Tyrol
Ellie Rhee
Lazily, drowsily
By the fountain
Flight of ages
A wandering minstrel I
The little tin soldier ( J. L. Molloy)
Remember or forget
Adieu, adieu
Mi querida
The old sun dial
Mistress Prue
“A serenade”
The waterfall (“Bavarian jödel”)
Sunny Italy
The keys of Heaven
The gaps in the hedge of Kenmare
Love flew in at the window
Teacher
Down went McGinty
Russian song
The lost child
My guitar
“a sleighing song”
The darkies’ song
Sunshine and rain
I want yer, my honey
The Alabama coon
Interfering parrot
Muleteer galop
Sally in our alley
Plantation song
I don’t want to play in your yard
Come love, come
Drifting along
The jewel of Asia
The song of true love
Love me, Dinah
The lark now leaves his wat’ry nest
Little brown stockings
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Oyuchasan
“Italian song”
Only a little yaller coon
Two little maids
Sweetheart May
The darkie’s dream
Blushing spring time
By the river
A simple bit of string
The hoo poo bird
“A Spanish song”
My lady sleeps
The troubadours
Kentucky shore = Nellie Gray?
Honey dear
Susannah
The Castilian maid
Sweet good night
Children’s lullaby
The soldiers in the park
Carrie dear
Wait till de sun am hot upon de head
Dere’s only one moon in de sky
’Twas a lover and his Lass
Scenes that are brightest
Under the British flag
La Verg… “a Neapolitan air”
The carnival
Nature has gone to her rest
Constancy
Tommy Atkins
It’s thank you Mr Atkins
I can’t think ob nuthin’ else
Mil May
Go, lovely rose
The motor car
If you love me
Darkies lead a happy life
Sweet chiming bells
Rhoda and her pagoda
“An Italian song”
When the little pigs begin to fly
The swallows
The willow pattern plate

Wearing of the green
Listen to the band
Killarney
For old times’ sake
Les perles d’or
“A beautiful Italian song”
On the banks of Allan Water

Coon song
South-African ditty
Under the willow
Sipping cider
You shan’t play in my yard
La Venn…
If I were a knight

•
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